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The sensuality of the prose of Janette Turner Hospital is to my mind informed by the
importance of olfaction and olfactory imagery underpinning her work, particularly in
relation to the links between olfaction and memory, and place, as well as to the recurring
themes of dislocation that inhabit the ‘Australian’ lives of characters in several of her
short stories. Place and memory, and their associated links to olfaction, would suggest
that an inquiry into Janette Turner Hospital’s use of olfactory imagery might well offer
deeper insights into how she effects her grapplings with the concepts of ‘home’ and
‘belonging’.
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Olfaction, because of its link with memory and place, can be seen as a crucial trope for
understanding the dislocations in the fiction of the Janette Turner Hospital. Because
dislocation by default is a feature of the expatriate condition, I have selected stories that
deal predominantly with ‘Australian’ characters and lives, so as to be able to see their
stories through expatriate eyes and explore that particular sense of dislocation.
The words 'olfactory imagery' may seem to be a contradiction in terms due to the
difficulty of containing scent and the paucity of olfactory language. Scent, however, has
strong links to memory and place, and through its non-visual and associative qualities
may bypass language and cross to a space where boundaries are blurred, and where such
blurring can trigger an awareness of the marginality of one’s state, the living on a
threshold and the thinking that comes from a different place.
Despite the difficulty of representing smell in fiction, I explore possibilities for
thematic considerations triggered by the percept of smell as experienced by Turner
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Hospital's characters, narrators, and possibly her readers. Such explorations deal with the
links between scent and memory, the liminality of both scent and the expatriate
condition, psychological and cognitive reactions to scent, their 'mapping' and the
'slippage' of personal associations2.
On reading the works of Janette Turner Hospital, I became aware of olfactory
language in her fiction. Such language, which I call ‘olfactory imagery’, employs analogy
and metaphor. Because of the recurring themes of dislocation that inhabit the lives of
characters in her stories and novels, I also became interested in exploring how Janette
Turner Hospital employed olfactory imagery to facilitate the narrative exploration of
these ideas. Place and memory and their associated links to olfaction would suggest that
an inquiry into Janette Turner Hospital’s use of olfactory imagery might well offer deeper
insights into how she effects her grapplings with what David Callahan calls the ‘politics
of memory’, and the ramifications of such politics for the various dislocations addressed
in her work.3
Reviewers of Janette Turner Hospital's work, whether Australian or not,
consistently describe her prose as ‘sensuous’, for example Publisher’s Weekly on The
Last Magician says: ‘...impeccable, sensuous prose...’ and the New York Times Book
Review says ‘... sensuous, speculative fictions...’. Yet no one really explores what
‘sensuous’ means in respect of Janette Turner Hospital’s prose. The sometime hyperbole
of reviewers, however, goes beyond the visual and ranges from ‘imaginative excitement’,
as written by Ron Loewinsohn in the New York Times Book Review, to seeing her work
‘pungent with anger’, as expressed by Alison Croggon in the Melbourne Sunday Herald,
thus raising the question of how we read the senses.4 Although reviewers seem to ‘sniff
out’ more than the visual in the sensuality of her prose – the use of words like ‘sensuous’
and ‘sensual’ hints at the employment of senses beyond just seeing and hearing and seeps
into the provocative areas of touch, taste and smell — criticism of the works of Janette
Turner Hospital by, inter alia, David Callahan, Bronwyn Davies, Rhianna Boyle,
Deborah Bowen, Alistair Stead, Sue Lovell and Caroline Webb has concentrated more on
the relation of her thematics to cultural theories: gender, post-colonialism, globalization,
identity and affect, as well as socio-political concerns.5
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Most research on Janette Turner Hospital’s work centres on her novels, and her
story collections, Isobars and Dislocations. These have been addressed in papers by
Selina Samuels, Deborah Bowen, Silvia Albertazzi, Rhianna Boyle, Myka Carroll,
Caroline Webb, Sue Lovell, David Callahan, and Jonathan Redenbach, among others.6
Such research has ranged from gendered perspectives, as in Sue Lovell’s “The Last
Magician – a feminist’s nightmare” and Caroline Webb’s “Forming Feminism” to those
on post-colonialism and gender (Albertazzi), on space, time and absences (Carroll), and
the triple displacement from memory, personal history and public experience (Callahan).
All reviewers, where they speak of the senses, focus on the sense of sight, for
example the photographs in The Last Magician. This is perhaps not surprising as Janette
Turner Hospital herself speaks of being visually attuned and photography appears in
many of her works as a metaphor. Callahan points to Turner Hospital’s similarities with
Proust with respect to her treatment of memory, although he himself makes no mention
of smell. Jonathan Redenbach addresses liminality in the works of Janette Turner
Hospital and Rhianna Boyle looks at Turner Hospital’s stories from the viewpoint of life
in the margins. Although Boyle evokes the sensual nature of Turner Hospital’s prose in
the latter’s descriptions of Queensland, that sensuality is considered to be one that ‘could
only be seen by expatriate eyes’.7 The eyes have it, it would seem, with no mention being
made of the nose. Apart from references to the ‘seductive and terrifying descriptions of
landscape’ referred to by Selina Samuels there is little criticism that approaches Janette
Turner Hospital’s work from the point of view of the sensual imagery that she employs
and there is nothing on her use of olfactory imagery.8 It thus became apparent that there
is a gap in reviews of Janette Turner Hospital’s work from the point of view of how
olfactory imagery affects her thematics.
Nevertheless, reviews of Janette Turner Hospital’s work do contain embedded
hints at the possibility of more complex issues residing beneath the surface, perhaps
entangled in a certain undergrowth of emotional perceptions. Samuels, for instance,
addresses dislocation and memory in the Australian short stories, investigating ‘how
place and identity intertwine’.9 I would argue that Janette Turner Hospital’s use of the
narrative device of olfactory imagery amplifies the foregrounding of sensory experience
to facilitate the representation of memory, dislocation and identity in a postcolonial
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context. It is these links between memory and place, and olfaction, which I wish to take
up. For the purposes of this analysis, I have chosen to concentrate on a selection of
Janette Turner Hospital’s short stories, in particular those depicting Australian lives.
If we accept a statement by David Howes in the Introduction to The Empire of the
Senses: A Sensual Culture Reader that ‘emplacement suggests the sensuous
interrelationship of body and environment’, it would then follow that displacement, or
dislocation, might well disrupt any traditional sensory representation.10 Consequently, I
wish to argue that the sense of olfaction, as a result of its capacity to ‘bypass language
and directly connect the material world to one’s inner state’, and because of its link to
memory and place, could be seen as a crucial trope for appreciating the underlying
resonances in the sensuality of Janette Turner Hospital’s prose.11 Such prose and the
olfactory imagery it employs would serve, to my mind, to amplify the dislocations
residing below the surface of the identities of her characters and of expatriate identities in
a postcolonial context.
Furthermore, I would argue, that olfaction, through its capacity to bypass
language acts as a language of a different sort: one that is in dialogue not only with the
language of words, but also with affective perception for which the language of words
has little vocabulary. Affect is biological, as Gary David notes in ‘A Short Introduction to
Affect Psychology’: it ‘is the biological aspect of what we call ‘“feeling”’. Following the
work of the psychologist Sivtan S. Tomkins, who considered that cognition, among other
things, involves the motor system, the perceptual system and memory with affectively
charged experiences linked into scenes, David posits further with respect to language:
‘[a]dd language to the mix and you have a process whereby the affect is linked to past
experiences, both by symbolic memory, muscle movement and sense memory’.12 Hence,
through the way olfaction operates, the representation of scent in fiction can engage in
ways that differ from the usual scopic representations.
In looking at how memory and dislocation are expressed in the stories of Janette
Turner Hospital, I should like to focus on olfaction as a means of understanding a
dislocated (post-colonial) identity, because of the way the sense of smell links memory to
place. Exploring the representation of olfaction through fictional devices may clarify
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relations between the ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’, where one or both may be situated in the
margins.
Do those in the margins represent the unsaid, the unutterable? Can the unutterable
be perceived through the senses, and specifically through the sense of smell? In order to
describe smells, the writer resorts to similes and metaphors. Is it the smell that is called
forth or is it the feeling, the emotion, related to the smell? If one has not smelled what is
being described, can the analogy work? Or is the analogy necessary to make the
description of the smell live? What if a smell means nothing to the reader? It is the
analogy that means, not the smell itself. For the smell ‘is like’ and it is that which follows
the ‘like’ that we must already be familiar with to appreciate the description, to suspend
disbelief. The ‘real’ smell itself may have a totally different effect on us. So we live in
our imagination or rather in that of the writer together with our own. ‘Imagination,’
Hobbes said, ‘(…) is nothing but decaying sense’.13 Such decay might be seen to
represent loss and with it a sense of estrangement. Estrangement then would seem to
result from emotional, cultural and geographical dislocation. The sense of olfaction,
represented by way of the writer’s imagination, can help express emotions that may
subvert memory.
I have chosen to look at the sense of smell because it is the only sense that we
cannot shut out before the fact, and because the literary representation of smell may tap
into the unutterable that marginalizes. Diane Ackerman writes in A Natural History of the
Senses: ‘if you cover your nose and try to stop smelling, you will die’.14 Those who have
lost their sense of smell may no longer have access to related associations and memories
triggered by that smell in real time, and rememberings may well intensify the realization
of the absence of the sense of olfaction. Ackerman says: ‘We may not need smell to
survive, but without it we are lost and disconnected’15
If we look at Aristotle’s hierarchy, vision and hearing would be at the top of the
scale, with taste and touch at the bottom. Between the two gradations, we could argue
that the sense of smell, with the nose close to the brain, is the seat of sensory
experience.16 What we taste, it is said, is largely based on what we smell.17 There is
Proust’s famous madeleine, the sight of which recalled nothing; its taste, however,
triggered involuntary memories.18 Who among us cannot think of the smell of baking
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bread and experience a gustatory link even though the actual smell is not present? If the
concept of a given smell can elicit such an organic link, then surely it can also elicit a
heightened experience as it draws from the subconscious those associations embedded in
memory that are linked to the original experience of the smell. Smells can also be
disagreeable and can trigger involuntary memories that are perhaps not so welcome. Such
memories may ‘prove to at once unsatisfactory (because they don’t bring happiness), and
fruitful, as they constitute calls to artistic creation’.19
The lack of olfactory language and vocabulary has implications for both the
technical representation of smell in creative writing and its thematic representations in
fiction.
The term ‘olfactory imagery’ may seem to be an oxymoron since it juxtaposes
smells which ‘defy containment and refuse to respect borders’ with the scopic word
‘imagery’ and its characteristic of containment in form.20 In addition, the weakness of
language to describe smells, due no doubt to the neglect of that sense resulting from it
being considered a primitive one, would seem to limit such imagery. Olfactory language
ranges from the negative to the positive using parts of speech whose own borders for the
most part oscillate between the nominal and the verbal: at the negative end, we have
words like stink, reek, pong, stench; at the positive end there are ones like scent,
fragrance, perfume. Odour and smell, whether good or bad, form the fulcrum of this
balancing act that falls under the scientific term of olfaction.
The stories of Janette Turner Hospital depicting Australian lives for the most part
contain strong olfactory imagery; in others, such imagery is milder or even absent, but in
the latter case, I imagined that I could ‘smell’ the atmosphere of the stories. The question
therefore arises as to whether a heightened use of such imagery can display the
underlying conflicts within a character with respect to that character’s relationship with
the homeland, and even with class, gender and race. It would also seem that such
conflicts play themselves out in the realm of feelings and emotions as the subconscious
calls forth ‘intertexts’ of the senses, where olfactory images may even be weaker or
seemingly absent.
In this analysis, I take different modes of olfaction from those encountered in the
primitive ‘sniffing’, through straightforward if minimal olfactory vocabulary, to the use
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of more sophisticated metaphor, and interrogate the notions of dislocation that run
through several of Turner Hospital’s stories, it being understood that she uses olfactory
devices in her stories to smaller and larger degree depending on the setting of the
narrative and the issues she explores. I approach the technical use of olfactory imagery in
stories from Collected Stories from the viewpoint, or rather ‘smell point’, of body and
earth smells, processed and synthetic smells, the absence of smells, smells of flora and
abstract smells.

Selected Stories
In ‘You Gave Me Hyacinths’, the protagonist is at odds with her physical and cultural
environment, where ‘[s]ummer comes hot and steamy with the heavy smell of raw
sugar’.21 The smell of raw sugar is described in the first line of the story, but later the
references to the cane become metaphoric, speculative even, as the smell takes on a new
shape. Through the imagination of the first-person narrator it insinuates itself into the
imagination of the reader, drawing the latter into the story to experience with the narrator
the way the cane ‘… grows into the cracks and corners of the mind. It ripens in the heart
at night, and its crushed sweetness drips into dreams’.22 The disturbing ambivalence of
the image of crushed sweetness evokes the bruises of pain through the heavy sweetness,
bringing us to the margins of the conscious and the subconscious, but never quite slipping
over. In this story, Janette Turner Hospital demonstrates in the words of Alfred Gell the
‘profound connection between the olfactory dimension and other worldliness’.23
Almost subversive imagery of yeasty flora and body smells of excrement are
employed in ‘The Last of the Hapsburgs’, a story of different representations of the
‘Other’ of three types of Australian lives: Miss Davenport, the teacher; Rebecca Weiss;
the daughter of migrants; and the red-necked local boys.24 Miss Davenport wants to
escape from the Daintree where ‘it’s like moving inside green yeast’, the same area to
which Rebecca’s parents escaped.25 Here, allusions are made to migrants and the possible
‘trap’ of their new location as smells are evoked and senses awakened through the ‘green
yeast’ of a world that the body finds has shrunk to a tightly enclosing space. Miss
Davenport escapes to the water, but the boys sully it. Here the smell of excrement is
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represented by a turd: ‘[t]hat steaming fact, dropping stolidly into the pool, spoke a thick
and dirty language’.26 Language and the use of a dislocated metaphor of a fact speaking
thick and dirty nevertheless evokes a wordless sensation of smell that cries out its
frustrations and disgust. Despite her education and familiarity with the region, Miss
Davenport is in effect an outsider who at the outset even causes a horse’s nostrils to flare
‘with the smell of her’.27 She is dislocated from her own land, its inhabitants and those
she teaches. But she also has the power to disturb others and her world, as demonstrated
in the horse’s flaring nostrils.
In both these stories, the protagonist is an outsider, at a loss with endeavours to be
at one with her environment and its inhabitants. The protagonist’s identity as ‘other’
dislocates her from that which could have been regarded as a birthright. She no longer
belongs and has become marginalized.
Juxtaposed with body smells, processed smells and belonging are also integral to
the story ‘Bondi’, which is one of friendship between two very different women and how
each experiences victimization.28 Leigh, on a visit, is a ‘bad’ girl, loath to change her
ways yet imbued with her own sense of morality. Her childhood friend, Cass, is a wife
and mother whose path went in a different direction. On the beach, Leigh insists that Cass
cover herself up in an atmosphere where the ‘smell of suntan oil’ and ‘the way the sun
and salt air and drowsiness … add up to lust’, awakening dormant sensations in Cass.29
The descriptions of smells take on a new form to represent ‘a sort of catholic
sensuousness, an erotic languor toward the whole world’.30 Slippage occurs from the
‘proper’ to the ‘improper’ and back in the confusion of ‘catholic sensuousness’. The
smell of ‘suntan oil’ already carries with it a feeling of hedonism that is in sharp contrast
to the ‘innocent morning breath’ of Cass’ young daughter.31 Yet the baby smells sweet
and sour, hinting at the ambivalence of an innocence soon to be lost for the breath of the
adult will soon no longer be innocent and will become sour as Palestinian youths are
chased form the beach. The smell of the ‘sweet-sour innocent morning breath’ of a child
punctuates race relations between Australian and Palestinian migrant youths in an eerie
manner. As Leigh seeks the closeness of one of the youths and disappears from Cass’
house, Cass is left alone on the beach with her toddler, surveying the debris and reflecting
on the fate of her daughter. Olfactory imagery in this story is based on the body in
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relation to processed smells as in the suntan oil rather than on ones of flora, thus hinting
at man-made interventions in relations with an ‘Other’, and representing new differences.
But there is also a story in the spaces, in the perceived absence of smell. The
following stories have little, if any, olfactory imagery, but there is an atmosphere that
insinuates itself in the manner smell does.
Although flora is also a central image in ‘Morgan, Morgan’, the story trades in the
absence of smell.32 A girl tells of her adored grandfather and on re-entering his life learns
the difference between lying and truth. She sees dahlias, feels them, she even hears in
them ‘the deep hush of the past’.33 It would seem that there is a story in the spaces, in the
perceived absence of smell which makes the call to the olfactory one which can raise
doubts. Other odours permeate perceptions and confuse them for when Grandfather
Morgan describes his granddaughter as not having flies on her, the child imagines that a
person with flies must have bad breath and unwashed socks, must be ‘an unsavoury kind
of person, stupid, sticky, smelling overly sweet in the manner of plums left on the ground
… too long’.34 Smells here are grounded in analogy, but this does little to guard against
confusion. A truth is found, however, in the final lines, in concrete action as the
grandfather just holds the child tightly.
In ‘Unperformed Experiments Have No Results’, Philippa, in Canada, sees a man
in a canoe, who eventually disappears.35 Then she dreams of her friend Brian and is taken
back to the past: ‘[t]rapped, I thought. And simultaneously, pleasurably: home. I could
smell the rainforest, smell Queensland, feel the moist air of the rich subtropics’.36 She
recalls her discussion with Brian, the scientist, who is prone to follow ‘the sharp scent of
a new hypothesis’.37 A certain synaesthesia is created in this juxtaposing of science and
feeling. Brian says later: ‘[w]hen I slow down … you’ll know I’m dead’.38 The story ends
with Philippa hoping the man in the canoe will not be found. Plant-based olfactory
imagery collides with the difficult smell of scientific concepts thus heightening the
dilemma of to belong, or not.
The possibility of coming home is manifested in the story, ‘The Loss of Faith’, in
which an expatriate Australian in the US comes to terms with the death of his first wife
and his relationship with ‘home’.39 Olfactory imagery where smells are of a processed
nature and attempt to convey concepts have an alienating effect as in: ‘[i]t was murky as
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sin in The Oyster Bar’ where he sits in Grand Central confiding in a waitress.40 Robin, his
daughter in Sydney breaks the news of Faith’s death. Olfactory imagery, however, are
ones that trigger in his daughter happy recollections of childhood and the smell of the old
days when the family was intact is expressed through Robin as a child when ‘the breath
of her mother (…) turned fast and sweet’ and reminds her of ‘smells like … like ….?
Like grass after mowing, like the moment when her father puts the mower in the shed
(…) flops down in the shade (…) reaches to take the beer from (…) her mother’s hand’.41
On the phone with his daughter, he says: ‘“What’s the smell? I smell –” he sniffs; a
bubble of something, of anguish, of laughter gurgles up – “I smell salt. I smell surf”’.42
The ambivalence of the story’s title – ‘The Loss of Faith’ – where Faith is the name of his
estranged wife now deceased, as well as a loss of belief in the family he once had is also
reflected in the juxtapositioning of the smell of salt and surf, of a possibly better future
with that of his present life away and the odours of the oyster bar. The dilemma of the
expatriate and the way memory binds him to home is a different one to that of the person,
in this story, the daughter, who remained local. Experience and content are at play in this
story with each character acting out the effects of separation through alternating
ambivalent feelings. The protagonist talks to his daughter in anguish and then also with
laughter as he smells the surf, experiences somehow almost a cleansing, which raises the
possibility of the prodigal’s return.
The prodigal’s return features in ‘After Long Absence’ in which the protagonist
comes home to Queensland for a visit and relives her difficult relationship with her
parents and the memories of her youth and of having been an outsider.43 She reminisces
about characters in her youth and her rebellion against religion. Although her father has
taken up studying again, indicating that there has been change, she finds that her own
feelings have remained unchanged. The reader feels with her the pain of childhood
memories: ‘I wrap my arms around the trunk, I press my cheek to the rough bark,
remembering that wasteland of time, the fifth grade. …. I can smell it again, sharp and
bitter, see all the cruel young faces. The tree sap still stinks of it’.44
The reader may not know what the tree sap smells like, but the evocation of
‘wasteland’, ‘sharp and bitter’, linked with ‘cruel’ shows us implicitly the place where
the fifth-grade child might have gone to cry, and what she felt, the sap of the tree being
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forever linked with this childhood memory. The smell of the sap has been conferred a
distinctive meaning – it ‘still stinks of it’.45 The writer has mapped certain associations
for the narrator, but the reader is exposed to a slippage into his or her own personal
associations.
In the same story, when the protagonist’s teacher accuses her of being a ‘killer’
for refusing to be vaccinated, the child ‘smells’ her teacher’s ‘anger, musky and acrid and
damp’; here the smell is described, but more sinister associations are called up when that
smell reminds her of her ‘cat playing with a bird, though [she] could not have said what
part of the smell came from what creature’.46 Here, the imagery conveys a sense of
sadism as smells of the victim and oppressor are mixed. Here, too, boundaries are blurred
between perceptions of the smells that are not merely cognitive, but also psychological.
Other smells are called forth through words like ‘the mango tree’ and ‘savaged bananas’
after a flying fox has flown into a clump of the fruit; others yet go deeper as the
protagonist mourns the death of a schoolmate by tracing patterns in the dirt with a mango
stick and perceives her mother to smell ‘liturgical errors’.47
The ‘smell of liturgical errors’, with associations to blame and shame is also a
transference of experience. Smell here crosses borders to pervade concepts rather than
merely reflecting a single state; this is also demonstrated through the dislocated language
employed and in the way plant-based olfactory imagery is juxtaposed with the heightened
impressionism of the need to confer a smell upon concepts such as ‘liturgical errors’.
Such impressions of private associations also oscillate throughout the story by means of
free indirect discourse and the link between autobiography and fiction. This story, an
earlier version of which was published as ‘The Mango Tree’, is also a story in which
there is a confluence of different categories of smell – flora, body and abstract – a
confluence which perhaps underlies the complexities of the expatriate condition.
As with ‘After Long Absence’, the sense of smell in ‘The Ocean of Brisbane’ is
linked to memories of ‘home’ through plant-based olfactory imagery.48 The story
recounts how Philippa, on a visit to Brisbane, perceives the return home of her childhood
friend, Brian, and his evasion of his mother. In this story smell is evoked as Philippa
recalls the scent of frangipani at the home of Brian’s parents: ‘I was swamped by the
smell of frangipani beside their front gate. It was so intense, I felt dizzy’.49 The closing
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paragraph taps into unutterable emotions: ‘I held the creamy flower against my cheek.
It’s excessive, I thought angrily, the smell of frangipani, the smell of Brisbane’.50 For the
reader who has never smelled frangipani, or who perhaps has, in the form of a welcoming
lei to, say, Hawaii, there is already a sense of disarticulation in that a heady and luxurious
fragrance, one possibly perceived to be linked to the positive emotion arising from a
friendly welcome, could elicit anger. Through the representation of the frangipani’s smell
we try and grasp the complexities of the protagonist’s dilemma, expressed through the
personal nature of the story and a dislocation, a ‘luxation’ of ‘belonging’ in space as in
time.
Strong flora-based olfactory imagery also winds through the theme of home in
‘Litany for the Homeland’, which recounts the protagonist grappling with ‘belonging’.51
In the parts of the story referring to Australia, there is a profusion of different smells, but
it is the frangipani and its heart-rending associations that invest that word with
metaphorical significance.
The recurring smell of the frangipani recalls the analogies in ‘The Ocean of
Brisbane’ yet in the present story the protagonist remembers not just Queensland, but
people in the margins, like herself, in the timeland of her youth and the recent past of her
meetings with other such people, those bearing ‘the mark of the outcast’ in Boston and
Manitoba.52 She still has her memories, but would seem to accept her dislocation as she
tries to balance the ‘be’ against ‘longing.’ For the main character, in her longing for
home, the senses override any safe detachment from within the margins of no-man’s
land: ‘Homeland is where the senses steer by instinct when the reins are let go’.53 Indeed,
she concludes ‘[w]herever I am, I live in Queensland’, leaving us to ponder the existence
of any ‘place’ at all.54

Conclusions
The use of olfactory imagery in the stories of Janette Turner Hospital compounds the
intensity and ambivalence of the olfactory experience with associations with memory and
secrets buried deep in the psyche being heightened. Through the slippage of personal
associations, narrator and characters intertwine and cross borders in the way smell
transitions from a fleeting essence to a certain pervasiveness, and back. Boundaries are
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blurred and such blurring triggers an awareness of the marginality of one’s state, the
living on a threshold and the thinking that comes from a different space.
The struggle to situate memory in the present is ongoing, yet associations,
perhaps, do not rely strictly on memory. The dilemma is expressed in the story, The
Ocean of Brisbane’: ‘I computed the odds against solving the structure of memory which
dissolves and devolves and solves nothing’.55
Smell may heighten and subvert what is perceived through the other senses –
sight, sound, even touch – so as to clarify, elucidate, zoom in on the ambivalence
perceived by a dislocated character. After centuries of having been relegated to the
margins, the sense of olfaction would find itself elevated through its ability to make
dislocation more understandable.
In a time when it is not just the movement to a new ‘home’, but the actual sinking
of roots in rich or in barren soil, despite the routes travelled, the ‘bridge’ is not
necessarily a place of meeting: it is a path on which the writer moves back and forth, it is
perhaps even a prison. Rather than a juxtaposition of the ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’ with a
perhaps resulting sense of hybridity, the space in the margins becomes one of ‘recurring
alternating superpositions’.56 Such superpositioning may make the necessity of the
‘existence of any ‘place’ at all’57 seem irrelevant as one alternates between recurring
memories that may themselves change depending on how they are accommodated over
time and also through the filter of the nose. The sense of olfaction, represented by way of
the writer’s and reader’s imagination, may help express ideas that can subvert memory.
In Chandler Burr’s book, The Emperor of Scent, which deals with the life and
work of the olfactory scientist, Luca Turin, and his talent for differentiating between
smells and describing these in metaphorical language, Turin concludes that what is at
stake is ‘… your willingness to continually translate, to force strange languages to be
yours, to live in between, to be everywhere and nowhere’.58 Here, the words of an
olfactory scientist pronounced in respect of his quest for divining the mystery of smell
uncannily approach those of Janette Turner Hospital’s protagonist in “Litany for the
Homeland”: ‘I live at the desiccating edge of things, on the dividing line between two
countries, nowhere, everywhere, in the margins’.59
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Today, we can perhaps very well get by without concentrating on the sense of
smell; however, I would like to return to Edward Said, writing in Reflections on Exile and
Other Essays, and subvert his words, as it were, by saying that the writer when
‘conscious of other contrapuntal juxtapositions’, as encountered through the sense of
olfaction, ‘may diminish orthodox judgement and elevate appreciative sympathy’.60 Such
elevation of appreciative sympathy against all orthodox judgement is arrived at through
the recognition of the impact of the sense of olfaction as a filter for understanding
dislocated identities.
The Australian lives of Anglo-Celt background depicted through the characters in
Janette Turner Hospital’s stories do not seem at ease in their environments, where danger
is signalled through the senses. By examining how the sense of olfaction conjures up
images representing decay and loss, as well as new life, readers may be able to explore
the ambivalence dislocated characters feel towards the ‘homeland’ and to those once near
and perhaps even dear to them. Through a voyage of dislocation triggered in part by an
olfactory experience, the ‘Other’ may become ‘Self’ and the ‘Self’ ‘Other’, both,
however, longing simply ‘to be’.
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